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ABSTRACT - ‘
VICTORIA 2.0 is a mechmiisticcomputer code de~igned

to analyze fission product behavior within the reactor coolant
system (RCS) during a severe nuclear reactor accident. It
provides detailed predictions of the release of radioactive and
nonradioactivematerials from the reactor core and transport
and deposition of these materials within the RCS and
secondarycircuits. These predictions account for the chemical
and aerosolprocessesthat affeetradionuclidebehavior.

VICTORIA2.0 was releasedin early 1999;a newversionj
VICTORIA 2,1, is now under development. The largest
improvements in VICTORIA 2.1 are connected with the
thermochemical database, which is being revised and
expandedfollowingthe recommendationsof a peer review.

Three x@k-signifkmt severe accident sequences have
recentlybeen investigatedusing the VICTORIA2.0 code. The
focus here is on how various chemistry options afkct the
predictions. Additionally,”the VICTORIA predictions are
comparedwith ones made using the MELCORcode.The three
sequenees are a station blackout in a GE BWR and steam
generator tube rupture (SGTR) and pump-seal LOCA
sequenees in a 3-loop WestinghousePWR These sequences
cover a range of systempressures, from fully depressmized to
fill system pressure. The chief results of t.hk study are the
fission product fractions that are retained in the core, RCS,
seeondmy,and eontaimnent and the fractions that are released
into the environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose for the analyses that are presented

here is to test the effects of the detailed chemistry modeling
used in VICTORIA 2.0 (JXxler, 1998) on fission product
releases for several risk-significant severe accident sequences.
A secondaryobjectiveis to compareVICTORIAand MELCOR
1.8.4 (Gauntt et al., 1997)predictions.To performthe required
analyses, MELCOR was first run to edculate the thermal-
hydratilc data needed as input for VICTORIA.The MELCOR
analyses also treated fission product release from fuel and
tmnsport through the reactor coolant system (RCS) and into
the containmentor the environment.

Three chemistryoptionswere tested with VICTORIA.The
first two options assume thermochemical equilibrium to exist
between all chemical species and phase behavior to be ideal.
The first option is the original VICTORIAmodel (Heameset
al., 1990, 1992),in which only one condensedphase is treated.
The second option is the one recommendedby the VICTORIA
peer review committee (Mubayi et al., 1997), in which three
condensed phases are modeled. The three phases are (1) a
metallic phase, including hydrides and bonde& (2) an oxidic
phase, including hydroxidw, and (3) an iodide phase. The
third chemisby option that was tested used the frozen-
chemistry model @xler, 1998). In this third optiou the only
chemistry that is modeled at temperatures below 2000 K is
change of phase and all condensed-phasespeeiesare treated as
being pure. This third option undoubtedly the least realistic,
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but was used because it comes closest to mimicking the treat-
ment of chemistry that is used in MELCOR MELCOR treats
each fission product class (elements grouped to be chemically
similar) as pure and nonreactive.Even this third option does
not adequately represent MELCOR’Streatment of chemistry
because VICTORIA includes a much huger set of chemical
species than does MELCOR It would have been difficult to
force VICTORIA to treat ordy the smaller set of chemical
species(classes)that are treated by MELCORand this was not
attempted.

Of the three chemistry options exploredwith VICTORIA
the first option generallypredicts the lowestvolatilities and the
third option generally predicts the highest volatilities. This is
because the vapor pressures in equilibrium with a single
condensed phase are always less than or equal to those in
equilibriumwith three condensedphases. Likewise, the vapor
pressures in equilibrium with three condensed phases are
always less than or equal to those in equilibrium with a
number of pure condensedphases. In the latter case, the vapor
pressures take the maximum values that are attainable.
Therefore,the expectedtrend is that fission product deposition
in the RCS should be greatest using the first option and least
using the third option, conversely,fission product releaseto the
containmentor environment should be greatest using the third
optionand least using the first option.

For all three accident sequences, the thermal hydraulic
calculations were conducted using MELCOR The MELCOR
resultswereused to drive VICTOU which requires thermal-
hydrmdicdata as input. MELCOR also treated fission product
behavior. The CORSOR-M model was selected to predict
fission product release from the l%el and the default
temperatureof 2800 K was used to control conversionof fuel
to rubble. Additional details of the sequences and of the
nodalizationsare describedin the followingsections.

VICTORIAtakes a more mechanistic approach to fission
product release modeling than does MELCOR VICTORIA
treats fission product release from fiel as a sequence of the
following steps: (1) difthsion of fission product elements to
fhel grain surfaces; (2) volatilization from grain surfaces into
grain pores; and (3) advection and diiTWionof fission product
vapors through fuel pores, the fuel/claddinggap, and cladding
breaches into the coolant channel. Chemical equilibrium is
enforcedwithin the fiel, so fission products can condenseand
interact on fiel and cladding surfaces.By contras~ MELCOR
treats all of the steps listed above in terms of a rate that only
depends on fiel temperature for each fission product class,
which are groups of the fission product elements.

Since VICTORIA does not explicitly model I%el
relocation, a simple procedure was used to map fuel
temperatureswhen MELCOR predicted that no fuel remained
in a node. The procedurewas to assign the fuel temperature in
a VICTORIAnode to be the rubble temperature at the same
location or at the closest location below the current node, that
containedrubble, accordingto the MELCORprediction.

In the VICfORIA analyses, physical properties, such as .
flow areas, hydraulic diameters, and s@ace areas, were
chosen to be consistent with the values used in MELCOR
Twelveaerosol mass bins were used to represent the aerosol
size distributio~ which ranged from 10-Z to 10-11kg. The
spacing of the mass bins (or nodes) was logarithmically
uniform. The bins correspond to aerosol diameters ranging
from 0.003 to 13 microns. The cladding failure temperature
was chosen to be 1173K to match the MELCOR predictions.
The melting point for the cladding was chosen to be 2140 K.
Other values were chosen to be the standard ones
recommendedfor most VICTORIAcalculations(Bixler, 1998).

2. GRAND GULF STATION BLACKOUT SEQUENCE
Table 1 summarizesthe timing of the major eventsfor the

station blackout sequence that was investigated, using the
initiating eveng the station blackou~ as the reference time.
Reactor scramwas taken to occur immediatelyafter loss of AC
power and one satietyrelief valve (SRV) cycled open shortly
afterwardto relievethe pressure in the RCS. Avacuumbreaker
on the tailpipe connected to the SRV was assumed to stick
open when the SRVfirst opened. This provided a pathwayby
which fission products could be injected directly into the
drywellatmosphererather than into the suppressionpool.

Table 1. Timing of Major Events in Station Blackout
Sequence at Grand Gulf Predicted by MELCOR

Event in Accident Sequence Time (s)
StationBlackout Loss of All AC Power o
ReactorScram o
SRVFirst Opens, Tailpipe VacuumBreaker Sticks 100
Open
Fission ProductReleaseBegins 2,000
Core SupportPlate Fails at Centerline 2,500
Operator Manually Opens SRV to Repressurize 2,700
Reactor
DryWell and Containment Walls Fail at First 5,000
HydrogenBurn
Rupture of LowerHead,Terminationof Analysis 13,700

Fission product releases began in both the MELCOR and
VICTORIAcalculations at about 2,000 s after the initiating
event. MELCOR calculatedfhilure of the core support plate at
the centerline of the reactor at 2,500 s, but the lower head did
not fail until much later. At about 2,700 s, the accident
progressed to the point where operating procedures call for
manual depressurizationof the RCS. Manual depressurization
was assumed to succeed and to be through the line with the
stuck-openvacuum breaker.Leakage between the drywell and
wetwell was modeled throughout the calculation. In addition,
at 5,000s MELCOR calculatedthat a hydrogenburn occurred
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in the containment. This burn was assumed to result in a
detonation that failed the wall separating the @well ffom the
wetwell and the outer containment wall. This opened a direct
path, bypassing the suppression pool, between the stuck open
vacuum breaker on the tailpipe and the environment. Thus,
fission products could flow directly fkomthe RCS, through the
tailpipe, through the drywell and wehvell, and into the
environment bypassingthe suppressionpool.

The VICTOIUAnodalization that was used to model the
core region of Grand Gulf contains 24 fhel nodes and is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. It was designed to match the
MELCOR nodalization to facilitate mapping of fiel and gas
temperatures. The MELCOR calculation used a single
hydrodynamicvolume to model the entire‘fbeled regio~ but
treated fbel and gas temperatures on the finer nodalization
shown in Fig. 1. It also included a second hydrodynamic
control volume to model the core bypass, which was not
modeledwith VICTORIA.

Figure 1. Schematic of the VICTORIA nodalization of
the core region of Grand Gulf.

Figure 2 contains a schematic of the VICTORIA
nodakation of the upper plenum of the Grand Gulfplant. Two
nodeswereused, one to represent the steam separatorsand one
to represent the steam dryers. MELCOR also treated the
downcomer,but this was not modeled with VICTORIA. In
addition to the nodalization of the reactor vessel and RCS
describedabove, the MELCOR analysis included two nodes to
represent the containment one each for the drywell and the
wetwell.

Because VICTORIA does not contain all of the models
needed to treat fission product behavior in the containmen~
MELCORwas used to performaIl of the containmentanalyses.
Thus, the VICTORIA calculations were done using the
following three steps: (1) MELCOR was used to calculate the

thermal-hydraulic da@ which was used as input for
VICfO~, (2) VICTORIAwas run to analyzefission product
behavior in the core and RC% and (3) MELCOR was run to
calculatefission productbehavior in the containmentusing the
source term predicted by VICTORIA. Step (1) only had to be
performedonce. Steps (2) and (3) were performedfor each of
the three chemi@ options described above. The original
MELCOR calculation that was used to generate the thermrd-
hydratdicdata was also used to generatefission product results
to comparewith the VKXOIUApredictions.

SRV Line

I

Figure 2. Schematic of VICTORIA nodalization of the
upper plenum of Grand Gulf.

Figure 3 shows the final (i.e., at the time of lower head
failure) distribution of the fission products. Generally,
VICTORIApredicts little fission product retention in the RCS
for this station blackout sequence.This is becausethere is only
a short residence time in the reactor vessel during which
fission products can deposit.Using the single-condensed-phase
option in VICTOW predicted fractions deposited in the
drywell and wetwell are roughly equal for most of the fission
products. This is because about 1/3 of the releases into the
@well occurs late in the transient. Therefore, large fractions
of the fission productsare not sweptout of the @well and into
the wetwell by the end of the transient. Fractions released to
the environment are about 13% for iodine, 12V0for cesium,
and 5% for tellurium. Nearly 30% of the noble gases are
releasedto the enviromnent.

Most of the observationsgiven for the single-condensed-
phase results also apply to the predictions shown in Fig. 4,
which are for the three-condensed-phase option. Predicted
rekase fractions to the environment are nearly identical for
these two cases. Somewhat less deposition in the RCS is
i@icated in Fig. 4 than in Fig. 3, especially for iodine. Less
deposition in the RCS, however, is compensated by slightly
more deposition in the contaimnen~ resulting in only about
0.3’%more release of iodine to the environment when using
the three-condensed-phase option than using the single-
cmndensed-phaseoption. Behavior of the other fission products
is also almost the samefor the two cases.
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Figure 3. Fraction of inventory retained by region for
a station blackout sequence at Grand Gulf using

VICTORIA with the single-condensed-phase-
chemistry option.
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Figure 4. Fraction of inventory retained by region for
a station blackout sequence at Grand Gulf using

VICTORIA with the three-condensed-phase-chemistry
option.

The observed trends for iodine are as expected. Iodine,
chiefly in the form of cesium iodide, is calculated to be more
volatileusing the three-condensed-phaseoption than it is using
the single-condensed-phase option. This accounts for less
depositionof iodine in the RCS and slightly greater release of
iodine to the environment in the three-condensed-phasecase.
Nonetheless, the overall ditXerencesbetween the single- and
the three-condensed-phase-chemi~ casesare small enough to
be negligiblein terms of offsitedose calculations.

Figure 5 shows the VICTORIA predictions using the
frozen-chemistry option. In terms of iodine behavior, the
prdlctions are more similar to those using the single-
condensed-phase-chemistryoption shown in Fig. 3 than to

those using the three-condensed-phaseoption shown in Fig. 4.
This obsemation is unanticipated and requires some
explanation. The predicted dominant form of iodine in the
RCS is condense&phase CSI using the single-condensed-
phase-chemishy option. Using the three-condensed-phase
optiou CSIis more volatile and the dominant forms of iodine
are cesiumiodide and its dimer, Cs&, both in the vapor phase.
Formation of the dimer enhances the ilact.ion of iodine in the
vapor form because two vapor species compete for the
available iodine. Using the frozen-chemi~ optiok the
reaction to form the dimer is inhibited. Consequently,the CSI
vapor is supersaturatedand most of it condenses to form CSI
aerosol. Thus, for iodine, the frozen-chemistryoption leads to
results that are similar to those for the single-condensed-phase
option.

.
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Figure 5. Fraction of inventory retained by region for
a station blackout sequence at Grand Gulf using

VICTORIA with the frozen-chemistry option.

The dominant form of cesium for the single- and three-
condensed-phasecases is condensed-phasecesium molybdate,
CsZMoOd;using the frozen-chemistryoption, it is condensed-
phase CSOI-Lwhich forms at the high temperaturesof the core
region and is not allowed to react with other elements as it
passes through the RCS into the drywell. Although CSOHis
much more volatile than CS2MO04,chemisorption of CSOH
vapor onto structural surfaces is a significant deposition
mechanism. (Chemisorption of CS2MO04vapor might occur
but is not treated in VICTORIA.In any case, since CszMo04
exhibits an extremely low vapor pressure, it is unlikely that
chemisorptionis a significant deposition mechanism).For this
reason, the frozen-chemis@ option leads to slightly more
retention of cesium in the RCS than the other two options.
Nonetheless, predicted releases of cesimn to the environment
are within O.1°/0for all three chemistry options. Furthermore,
the predicted releasefraction for each of the fission products is
within 0.5°Afor the three chemistryoptions that were studied.

The MELCOR predictions shown in Fig. 6 are
dramatically Werent from the VICTORIApredictions shown
in the three previousfigures. The biggest differencesare due to
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the predictions of fission product releasesfrom fiel. These are
only 230A,250A,and 18V0for iodine, cesi~ and telluriw
respectively.Even most of the xenon is predicted to remain in
the core (about 76% of the inventory). The authors do not
understandwhy the MELCORreleasepredictionsare so low in
this case, There could be an undiscovered problem or
inconsistency in the input pammeters that affect fission
product release. In any case, this isme bears tier
investigation,

The MELCOR-predicted retentions in the RCS are
slightly higher than those predicted by VICTORL%predicted
deposition in the @well and wetwell are both significantly
less than for the calculations using VICTORIA. The higher
predicted retentions in the RCS may result from the fact that
not all of the heat structuresand flow paths were modeledwith
VICTORIA as explained above. MELCOR-predictedreleases
of iodine, cesiu~ and tellurium to the environment are in the
range of 3°%to 5’%of the core inventory,about a factor of three
less than the releasespredictedby VICTORIA.Releasesof the
noble gases (xenon group) to the environment were predicted
to be about a factor of two less than the values predicted by
VICTORIA
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Figure 6. Fraction of inventory retained’by region for
a station blackout sequence at Grand Gulf using

MELCOR.

3. SURRY SGTR SEQUENCE ‘
Table 2 summarizes the timing of the ‘majorevents for a

SGTR sequenceat Surry, using the.initiating even~ a double-
ended guillotine rupture of a single, steam generator tube, as
the reference time. High-pressure injection terminates when
the water supply is depleted at about 49,000 s. .After this the
accumulators periodically inject water. At about 115,000 s,
coreuncoverybegins. Fission product releases start at 123,000
s, The accident is terminated shortly after the lower core
supportplate fails when the lower head ruptures.Failure of the
lower head would have led to a DCH event followed by air
ingress however, these events were not simulated in the

current analyses, which were mainly concerned with fission
product bypass of the containment through the ruptured steam
generatortube.

Table 2. Timing of Major Events in SGTR Sequence at
Surry Predicted by MELCOR

Event in Accident Sequence
Double-Ended Guillotine Break of One Steam
GeneratorTube
ReactorScram
High PressureInjectionTerminates
CoreUncoveryBegins
Fission ProductReleaseBegins
Core SupportPlate Fails at Centerline
LowerHeadFails, End of Calculation

o
49,000

115,000
.123,000
167,500
168,000

The VICTORIAnodalizationof the core region consistsof
20 fbel nodes, which are shown schematicallyin Fig. 7. This
nodalization was designed to be similar to the one used by
MELCOR in order to facilitate the mapping of fiel
temperatures.However,the VICTORIAnodalizationused five
equally spaced axial levelq whereas, the MELCOR
nodalization used ten equally spaced levels. Moreover, the
VICTORIAnodalization used four radial rings; whereas, the
MELCOR nodalization used five radial rings. While some
averaging had to be done to tmnsflerthermal data from the
MELCOR nodalization to the VICTORIA nodalization, the
VICTORIA nodalization was designed so that this was
straightforward.This nodalization is somewhat different than
the one used in the Grand Gulf calculation shown in the
prdng, sdioL chiefly to capture the effects of nati
convection which are more important in high-pressure
sequencesthan in low-pressuresequences. The differencesin
the two noclalizationsshould not have significantlyaffectedthe
comparisonsgiven here.

SteamGeneIatorTubes

kite
(A&

Figure 7. Schematic of VICTORIA nodalization of the
Surry core and RCS.
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The RCS is also shown schematicallyin Fig. 7. The RCS,
as the term is used here, includes the upper plenum and all
three primary circuits, two of which (A & B) are representedas
a single circuit. The VICTORIAnodalization does not include
the cold leg of the primary circuits because MELCOR
predicted that the loop seals remain fi.dlof water during the
transient. Some other components that were simulated with
MELCOR were also ornitt~ in the VICTORIAnodalizatiom
such as the surge line, pressurizer, and the refueling water
storage tank, MELCOR predicted that little or no fission
product deposition occurred in these components during the
transient so it was justified to omit them in the VICTORIA
nodalization.

Figure 8 contains a schematic of the VICTORIA
nodalizationof the faulted secondarycircuit of the Surry plant.
Four nodes were used. One represented the steam separators,
one the steam dryers, and two the long steam line that leads
from the steam generatoroutsideof the containmentbuilding.

Steam Line mv

To Environment

\From Ruptured Tube

Figure 8. Schematic of the VICTORIA nodalization of
the faulted secondary circuit of a Surry unit.

In this sequence, the atmospheric dump valve (ADV) on
the faulted secondarycircuit was assumed to fail in the open
position the first time that it opened. The broken steam
generatortube and stuck-openADVprovideda direct transport
path for fission products to go from the reactor core to the
environment.

Figure 9 shows the final distribution of fission products
predicted by VICTORIA using the single-condensed-phase-
chemistryoption. This option results in signifkint retention in
the core, i.e., in the fuel rods or rubble, even for cesium and
tellurium. Because of the relatively low predicted volatilities
using this chemistry option, most of the fission products that
were released from the core were deposited within the RCS.
Furthermore, most of the fission products that were released
from the RCS were deposited in the skcondary.Less than 5%
of the iodine, cesi~ and tellurium inventories were
ultimately released into the environment. The exception of
course is for the noble gases, which were almost totally
released into the environment. Unexpectedly, this chemistry

optiou which is the farthest from the modeling approachused
in MELCO~ results in predictions that are the most similar to
those obtainedfrom MELCOILas demonstratedbelow

1.0-

0.8- ~
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E
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13Semndary

■ RCS

❑ Core

I Cs Te Ba Sr Sb Xe

Fission Product

Figure 9. Fraction of inventory retained by region for
a SGTR sequence at Surry using VICTORIA with the

single-condensed-phase-chemistry option.

Figure 10 shows the final distribution of fission products
predicted by VICTORIA using the three-condensed-phase-
chemistryoption. Releasesfrom fiel were significantlygreater
than those predicted using the single-condensed-phaseoption.
Of the fission product elements, iodine was the most affected
by the choice of the chemistry modeling option. Whereas less
than 5% of the iodine was releasedinto the environmentusing
the single-condensed-phaseoptio% nearly 60% was predicted
to be releasedinto the environmentusing the three-condensed-
phase option. Differencesin the predicted release fractions of
the other fission products are noticeablebut not significant in
terms of consequence.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0! r
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•l Environment

❑ Secondary
■ RCS

ESCore

I C. Te Ba Sr Sb Xe

Fission Product

Figure 10. Fraction of inventory retained by’region
for a SGTR sequence at Surry using VICTORIA with

the three-condensed-phase-chemistry option.
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Unfortunately, convincing evidence to support a choice
betweenthe one- and three-cxmdensed-phase-chemi~ options
does not exist at present. Previous comparisons with
experimentalda~ such as the Phebus FPT-1 test (Bixler et al.,
1999), have generally favored the three-condensed-phase
option, but not overwhelmingly so. Moreover, dMerences in
predictions for the two chemis~ options have generally been
much smaller than the ones shown above. The specific
conditions in this plant sequence appear to be near the
boundmy at which CSI changes phase. Depending on the
modelingoption, most of the CSIeither condensesor remains a
vapor, Further comparisons with experimental data may shed
light on the question of which chemistry option is more
realistic.

Figs, 10 and 11 show tit predictions using the frozen-
chemistry and three-condensed-phase-chemistiyoptions differ
signitleantly, Generally,predicted fission product retention in
the fuel is much less using the frozen-chemistryoption than it
was using the three-condensed-phase-chemis~ option. As
expected, volatilities were predicted to be higher for most
elements using the frozen-chemistry option than using the
three-condensed-phase-chemistry option. Consequently,
retention in the RCS and the faulted secondarycircuit was less
and releasesto the environment were higher using the fiozen-
chemisby option than “theywere using the three-condensed-
phase-cliem;sbyoption.

.

r r

I Cs Te Ba Sr Sb Xe

El
❑ Environment

❑Secondary

H RCS

ElCore

Fission Product

Figure 11. Fraction of inventory retained by region
for a SGTR sequence at Surry using VICTORIA with

the frozen-chemistry option.

However,there is one exceptionto tlds general rule, which
is for iodine. Retention of iodine in the RCS and faukd
secondarycircuit is actually higher using the frozen-chemistry
option than using the three-condensed-phase-ehemistxyoption.
The reason is that CSI is the dominant iodine-bearing species
throughout the transient using the frozen-chemis~ option.
Formation of Cd12and CS212,which contribute siO@ficantlyto
the iodine release predicted by the three-condensed-phase
model, are inhibited and do not contribute significantly to the

overall releaseof iodine into the environmentwhen the frozen-
chemistry option is used. Even so, more than 25% of the core
inventory of iodine was released into the environment by the
end of the transient. Approximate predicted releases of the
other fission product elements into the environment were as
follows: 10’%oof the cesium and telhui~ 2’%of the barium
and St.rontiw 8% of the antimony, and nearly 85% of the
noble gases.

The frozen-chemistryoptio~ as it was employed in this
study, is significantly less realistic than the other two
chemistry options. The frozen-chemistry option should
normallybe used belowa temperaturethreshold of 800 or 1000
K rather than 2000 ~ as it was here. The choices here were
made to best mimic with a VICTORIAmodel the treatment of
chemis@ that is normally used in MELCOR It was believed
that predictions using this option would most closelycompare
with MELCOR predictions. This belief turned out not to be
true.

Figure 12 showsthe final locationsof the fission products,
as fractions of the core invento~ predicted by MELCOR As
mentioned above,”the final distribution of fission products
predictedby MELCOR most closelyresemblesthe VICTORIA
predictionsusing the single-condensed-phaseoption (cf.,Figs.
9 and 12), even though this option is least like the chemistry
model employed in MELCOR On the other hand, the
predictions using the frozen-chemisby option in VICTORIA
least resemblethe MELCORpredictions (cf.,Figs. 11and 12).
Whh the exception of the xenon group (the noble gases),
MELCOR predicts that less than 2% of any of the fission
productsare releasedinto the environment.MELCORpredicts
that about 85% of the noble gases (xenon group) are released
into the environment which is relatively similar to the
VICTORIApredictionfor Xe.
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Figure 12. Fraction of inventory retained by region
for a SGTR sequence at Surry using MELCOR.

Accordingto MELCO~ most of the fission products that
are released from the core are retained within the RCS, as
shownin Figure 12.Likewise,most of the fission productsthat
are released into th”efaulted secondary are retained there.
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Although l&LCOR treats most of the cesium released from
core as being CSOMwhich is highly volatile, most of this is
prdlcted to be retained by chemisorption within the RCS.
While cesium hydroxide chemisorption was modeled using
both codes, the predicted chemisorption was much greater
using MELCOR(about 85V0of the core invento~) than it was
using VICTORIA (about 12% of the core inventory). This
discrepancy is not currently understood and is worthy of
further investigation.

4. SURRY PUMP SEAL LOCA SEQUENCE
Table 3 summarizes the timing of the majo>events for a

pump seal LOCA sequen~ in one of the Surry units, using the
initiating even~ a station blackout as the reference time.
Because all AC power was assumed IOSGhigh-pressure
injectionwas not operativeduring this sequence.However,the
accumulators were assumed to fimction and, thus, injected
water when the system pressure periodicallyfell below the set
point,

Table3 shows that predictedfission product releasebegan
at 12,500 s in this sequence. The accumulators first injected
water into the system at 32,000 s. Finally, the accident was
terminated shortly after the lower core support plate failed
when the lower head ruptured at 51,000 s. In this high-
-pressuresequence,ftilure of the lower head would have led to
a DCH event followed by air ingress. However, these events
were not simulated because the focus of this investigationwas
on fission product release into the containment prior to lower
headfailure.

Table 3. Timing of Major Events in Pump Seal LOCA
Sequence at Surry Predicted by MELCOR

Event in Accident Sequence ‘ “ Time (s)
StationBlackoutand Failure of Pump Sea! o
ReactorScram o
Fission ProductReleaseBegins 12,500
AccumulatorInjectionBegins 32,000
Core SupportPlate Fails at Centerline - 50,800
LowerHeadFails, End of Calculation 51,000

..

The VICTORIA and MELCOR nodalizations were the
same as in the oSGTR analyses ilready described. The
VICTORTAnodalization is shown schematically in Fig. 7.
Since the releases were into the containmen~ it was not
necessaryto treat fission product transport within any of the
secondmy circuits. Releases into the environment were not
evaluatedfor this sequence.

Figure 13 shows the final distribution of fission products
predicted by VICTORIA using the single=ondensed-phase-
chernishy option. ‘Ilk option resulted in sign&ant retention
in the core, i.e., in the fuel rods or rubble, evenfor cesium and
tellurium. Because of ~e relatively low predicted volatilities

using this chemi~ optiom a significant fraction of the fission
products that are released from the core are depositedwithin
the RCS. Nonetheless, about 55% of the iodine, 15% of the
cesium, and 40% of the tellurium inventories are ultimately
releasedinto the containment.The noble gases (as exemplified
by xenon) are almost totally released into the containment.
Agai~ this chemistry optiou which is the farthest from the
modeling approach used in MELCO~ results in predictions
that are the most similar to those obtained from MELCO~ as
demonstratedbelow.

El❑ iContainrnent

❑ RCS

ISCore

I Cs Te Ba Sr Sb Xe

Fission Product

Figure 13. Fraction of inventory retained by region
for a pump seal LOCA sequence at Surry using

VICTORIA with the single-condensed-phase-
chemistry option.

Figure 14 shows the final distribution of fission products
predicted by VICTORIA using the three-condensed-phase-
chemistxy option. Releases from fuel are noticeably greater
than those predicted using the single-condensed-phase-
chemistry option. The most significant differencebetsveenthe
predictions using the three- and the single-condensed-phase
options is in the behavior of iodine. Whereasabout 55% of the
iodine released into the containment using the single-
condensed-phase optiom about 95V0 released into the
containment using the three-condense&phase option.
Differences in the predicted release fractions of the other
fission products are noticeable but would be relatively
insignificant in terms of consequence.

Comparing Figs. 14 and 15 shows that predicted fission
product behavior using the frozen-chemishy option departs
significantly from that using either the single- or the three-
condensed-phase-chemistry‘options. For one thing, predicted
fission product retention in the fuel for thk sequence is very
small when the frozen+hernistry option is used. As expected,
volatilities are predicted to be significantly higher for most
elements using the frozen-chemisty option than using the
single- or the three-cmdensed-phase-cheti~ options.
Consequently,retentions in the RCS are less and releases into
the containment are higher using the frozen-chemis~ option

8 Copyright02000 by ASME
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than they are using effier the single-”or the three-condensed-
phase-eliemistryoptions, “
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Figure 14. Fraction of inventory retained by region
for a pump seal LOCA sequence at Surry using

VICTORIA with the three-condensed-phase-chemistry
option. -
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Figure 15. Fraction of invento~ retained by region
for a pump seal LOCA sequence at Surry using

VICTORIA with the frozen-chemistry option.

Again, there is one notable exception to this
generalization,which is for iodine. Retention of iodine in the
RCS is higher using the frozen-chemky option than it is
using the three-condensed-phase-ehemistqoption. The reason
is that the eesium iodide dimer, CS212,is predicted to dominate
the iodine releasefor the three-condensed-phaseoption. On the
other hand, formation of the cesium iodide dimer is inhibited
using the frozen-chemistry option and does not contribute
much to the overall release of iodine into the containment.
Predicted releases of the fission product elem6nts into the
containmentusing the frozen-chemistryoption are as follows:
90% of the iodine, 35% of the eesiuw 65% of the tellurhuq
40% of the barium, 45% of the strontium, 50% of the
antimony,and nearly 100°Aof the noble gases.

Ag@ the frozen-chemistryoptiou as it is employedhere,
is not expectedto provide realistic resdts. Rather, it is used as
away of mimicking the MELCORtreatment of chemistrywith
VICTORIA. As before, it does not adequately mimic the
MELCORpRdiCtiOIIS.

Figure 16 shows the final locations of the fission products
predicted by MELCOR As mentioned above, the final
distribution of fission products most closely resembIes the
VICTORIA prediction using the singleumdensed-phase
option (cf.,Fig. 13), although this option is least similar to the
chemistry model employed in MELCOR On the other han~
the predictions using the frozen-ehemi~ option in
VICTOU which should be most similar to the model used
in MELCO~ least resemble the corresponding MELCOR
predictions.This is the same observationthat was madefor the
SGTRsequence.

Whh the exception of the xenon group (the noble gases),
MELCOR predicts that the greatest release fraction of any of
the fission products is for iodine, about 55% release into the
containment. MELCOR predicts that about 95°Aof the noble
gasesare releasedinto the containment. With the exceptionsof
iodine and xeno%most of the fission products that are released
from the core are retained within the RCS. MELCOR treats
most of the cesiumreleasedfrom core as being CsOm which is
highly volatile. However, most of this is retained by
chemisorption within the RCS. The predictions of the CSOH
chemisorption model in MELCOR differ significantly from
those of tbe similar model in VICTOU as describedabove
for the SGTRsequence.

El❑ Containment
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Figure 16. Fraction of inventory retained by region
for a pump seal LOCA sequence at Surry using

MELCOR.

5. DISCUSSION
A set of analyseswere conductedto determinethe effectof

three chemistry modeling options in VICTORIAon predicted
retention and release to the environment in a station blackout

9 Copyright@2000 by ASME



sequence at one of the Grand Gulf units. These options are
shown to have a minor effect on predicted fission product
retention and release for this sequence. This is because the
systemis repressurized by the time most of the fission product
release occurs. Higher system pressures result in longer
residence times of the fission products in the RCS and more
opportunity for fission products to _ to twrfaceswhere
they can deposit.

By fa the largest source of the differencesbetween the
VICTORIAand MELCOR predictions reported for the Grand
Gulf sequenceare due to differencesin the models of fission
product release from fiel. The MBLCOR model used in this
study,CORSOR-~ predictedvery low releasescomparedwith
VICTORIA. The CORSOR-M model in MELCOR
underpredicted fission product releases from fiel for the
Phebus FPT-1 tes~ while the VICTORIAmodel predicted the
releases quite well (Bixler et al., 1999). Further investigation
of the CORSOR models, as they are implemented in
MELCO~ may be warranted. Like VICTORIA MELCOR
predicted that most of the fission products released from the
fuel are retained in the RCS and the containmen~although the
locationswheredepositionoccurredwere somewhatdiflerent.

A set of analyses were also performed to investigate the
same three chemistry options for a spontaneous steam
generator tube rupture sequence (SGTR) at one of the Surry
units, The initiating event was taken to be a double-ended
guillotine rupture of a single, steam generator tube in the loop
containing the pressurizer. A stuck-open ADV provided a
direct path for fission products to bypass the containment and
to reach the environment. The system pressure remained high
throughout this sequence until lower head failure, which is
when the calculationwas termimted.

Unlike the predictionsfor the Grand Gulf station blackou~
those using the three chemistry optioqs diiTermarkedly from
each other for the SGTR sequence. They also differ horn the
MELCOR predictions. As expected, predicted releases to the
environment are generally least using the single-condensed-
phase-chemistry option and greatest using the frozen-
chemisw option, which treats all condensed-phasespecies as
being pure, However,this general rule does not hold for iodine,
for which chemical evolution in the RCS and secondarycircuit
enhances the predicted integral release to the environment.
Cl~emicalevolution is inhibited using the frozen-chemistryop-
tion, which only allowschange of phase.

Perhaps the most surprising result of tlds investigation is
that the predicted releasesto the environmentusing MELCOR
were lowerthan any of those using VICTORIA even using the
single-condensed-phase-chemistry option. The VICTORIA
chemistryoption that most closely resembles the treatment in
MELCO~ the frozen-chemishy optiou predicts significantly
higher releases to the environment than does MELCO~
especially for iodine. MELCOR predicts much more cesium
chernisorptionin the RCS than does VICTORIA although the
MELCOR model is based on the one in VICTORIA.Further

investigation may be needed to determine why MBLCOR
predicts so much CSOHchemisorption.

A third plant sequence was ‘tivestigat@ a pump seal
LOC& also at one of the Suny units. This sequence was
initiated by a station blackout. A pump seal was assumed to
fail at the same time as the station blackout. The system
pressure remained high throughout this sequence until lower
head failure, at which point the calculations were terminated.
For this sequence, fission product retention in the core and
RCS and release into the containment were the focus of the
investigation.Like the two other sequencesstudied here, three
chemistry-modelingoptions in VICTORIAwere investigated
and these results were compared with the MELCOR
predictions.

As expect@ predicted releasesinto the containmentusing
VICTORIAwere generally least using the single-condensed-
phase-chemisby option and greatest using the frozen-
chemistryoption, which treated all condensed-phasespeciesas
being pure. Agai%this general nde did not hold for iodine, for
which chemical evolution in the RCS enhanced the predicted
integral releaseinto the containment.

Again, MELCOR results are most similar to the
VICTORIA predictions using the single-condensed-phase-
chemistry option. In fact these two sets of results are very
similar for most of the fission products in this sequence,with
the notable exception of tellurium. MELCOR predicted much
less tellurium release from fuel than did VICTORIA.
Consequently, VICTORIA predicted significantly higher
releasesof tellurium into the containment than did MELCOR
Differences in the release predictions for tellurium are
undoubtedlyrelat~ at least in pr@ to the way the two codes
model tellurium “interactions with unoxidized cladding.
Telluriuminteractions with partially oxidized cladding are not
fully understood. Consequently,the two codes model tellurium
release from fiel differently. Thus, the differences in
predictionsfor the two codesare not surprising.

In both of the high-pressure sequences,the SGTR and the
pump seal LOCA sequences,MELCOR predicted that a large
fraction of the cesium released from the core is chemisorbed
onto structures within the RCS. VICTORIA also models
chemisorptionof CSOWbut predicted only about 1/3 as much
of the”cesium to be chemisorbed as did MELCOR This
discrepant @ unexpected and may require firther
investigation.

Further investigation may also be needed to better
understand di&erencesin the rekase modeling used in the two
codes. The release models used in VICTORIAand MELCOR
are quite difilerent“and are not expected to produce identical
results.However,in some casesthe differencesare greater than,
anticipated.

The mjor advantage of MELCOR is that it is a Wly
integrated tool, capable of modeling fission product transport
from fhel to the environment. On the other han~ VICTORIA
only models fission product behavior in the RCS and

)
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secondmy circuits. Consequently,complete calculations must
be perfo%ed as a two- o; thr~+tep process. Even with the
added inconvenience,VICTORIAcontinues to be the NRC’s
state-of-the-arttool for performingbest-estimateanalyses.

Undoubtedly,the most si@cant finding from thik work
is the larger that expected sensitivity of predicted releases on
the chemishy modelingoption that is employedin VICTORIA.
The di&erencesin predictedreleasesto the environmentfor the
single- and three-condensed-phase options are substantial,
especiallyfor the SGTRsequence.The single-condensed-phase
modelis the original one that was usedin VICTORIA(Heames
et al,, 1990, 1992), The three-condensed-phaseoption was
recommended by the VICTORIA peer review committee
(Mubayi,et al,, 1997)and is now an option in VICTORIA2.0
(Bixler, 1998). Both have been tested against experimental
data, primarilyfrom the recentPhebusFPT-1test (Bixleret al.,
1999).While the three-condensed-phasemodel seems to match
experimentaldata better, the support of the evidencehas been
mixed, Thus, it is not clear at present which of the two, or
perhaps even a compromise, shouM be recommended.
Fortunately,in most cases, the predictionsfrom the IWOoptions
are much more similar thhn they are for the SGTR squence
shownin Section3.

The predictions using the frozen-chemistry optiom as it
was used in this investigation%are undoubt~y less realistic
than those using the singIe- and three-condensed-phase-
chemistry options. The motivation for exploring the frozen-
chemistryoptionwas to providea point of comparisonbetween
the VICTORIA and MELCOR approaches to chemistry
modeling. However, the VICTORIA pre&ctions using the
frozen-chemis~ option and the MELCOR prdlctions were
fhr apart, Apparently, the data used in MELCOR result in
lowervolatilities than the ones predictedby VICTORIAwhen
eachcondensedspeciesis treated as a pure phase.
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